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2022 TSC Priorities

- Pursue ‘Unmaintained” Project recommendation implementation, in particular to address any Security issues i.e. log4j; define ONAP MVP and Alternatives
- Execute our CNF/Cloud Native Roadmap & Accelerate our Enterprise Roadmap, engaging additional companies to help us on the development/testing
- Migrate to Gitlab
- Promote “What We Have Done” (Webinars, Trainings, Demos, Certifications) & “What We Collaborate with Others”& Rewards
- Implement TAC Badging Proposal
- Continued evolution to leverage emerging technologies to support DMAAP/DCAE, CNF-O Transformation, ONAP package for SMO, etc. and IBN, 5G/Network Slicing Use Cases and alignment with other Open Source Communities (5G Blueprint initiative, etc.)
- Formalize ONAP as key player in open RAN @ O-RAN SC TOC Level
2022 TSC Action Plan
Topic for TSC Call on 1/20/2022

Priorities

- Pursue ‘Unmaintained’ Project recommendation implementation
- Define ONAP MVP and Alternatives
- Execute our **Cloud Native** Roadmap & Accelerate our **Enterprise** Roadmap
- Migrate to Gitlab
- Promote “What We Have Done” (Webinars, Trainings, Demos, Certifications) & “What We Collaborate with Others” & Rewards
- Implement **TAC Badging** Proposal
- Continued evolution to leverage emerging technologies to support DMAAP/DCAE, CNF-O Transformation, ONAP package for SMO, etc. and IBN, 5G/Network Slicing Use Cases and to align with other Open Source Communities
- Formalize ONAP as key player in open RAN @ O-RAN SC TOC Level

TSC Member Champion

- TSC
2022 January LFN DDF
ONAP Task Force Sessions

Tuesday Jan 11
- ONAP: CNF Orchestration Tutorial
- ONAP TSC Task Force: ONAP For Enterprise Business

Wednesday Jan 12
- ONAP: ASD and Application Onboarding and LCM Orchestration
- ONAP: Application Service Descriptor (ASD) for K8s NFs

Thursday Jan 13
- ONAP: Orchestration of xNF Based 5G Service - LF Networking - LF Networking Confluence